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Abstract: Clustering is the classification of objects into different groups, or more precisely, the partitioning of a data set into subsets. 
Data clustering is a common technique for statistical data analysis, which is used in many fields, including machine learning, data 
mining, pattern recognition and bioinformatics. Gene expressions are one of the high dimensional data values and its motivating the 
development of clustering algorithm was used. The Existing system consists of popular algorithms like k-means and CAST. 
Implementing these algorithms for a large genome-scale gene expression data set is practically critical. A novel method for clustering 
large gene data set is introduced. In Existing work the TCLUST algorithm used, which introduce, Correlation Coefficient Graph (CCG) 
is constructed to maintain gene expression data values and Tanimoto Coefficient Graph (TCG) is used to measure the similarity value 
for the gene expression data. In proposed the enhanced TCLUST algorithm is used, it is called as E-TCLUST. Enhanced Tanimoto 
clustering method is implemented which feats the co-connectedness for efficiently clustering large, sparse expression data. Dynamic 
error threshold estimation model implements threshold values which filters data below the given threshold value. In the proposed work 
tree structure is constructed represent the input samples. Using graphs the variations are identified .Graph Re-arrangement mechanism 
is performed which effectively reduces the number of iterations. The process time is also reduced. Extensive evaluation of this method 
reveals an optimized performance which is depicted as a graph. This algorithm is applied to a genome-scale gene expression data set and 
used gene set enrichment analysis to obtain highly significant biological clusters. It have been implemented both TCLUST and E-
TCLUST algorithms and tested their performance using three different data sets. The datasets are real gene expression data from yeast 
samples generated using micro-arrays technology. 
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1. Introduction 
 
With the introduction Clustering analysis has received 
significant attention in the area of gene expression. It 
allows the identification of the structure of a data set, i.e. 
the identification of groups of similar objects in 
multidimensional space. In bio-informatics, these 
techniques are used to analyze data expression generated 
using micro-array technologies [6]. Several clustering 
techniques have been applied to the analysis of gene 
expression data. However, current clustering algorithms 
commonly used in the domain of gene expression do not 
scale well for genome-scale expression data [5].so it is 
convenient to clustering on a graph in which the vertices 
correspond to genes and edge weights reflect the 
similarity/correlation between the expressions [7]. 
 
In existing the TCLUST algorithm allows Clustering of 
large gene expression data sets is challenging. It is used to 
generate a correlation coefficient graph (CCG) from gene 
expression data, which is a mathematical measure of the 
similar relation between two data sets. The tanimoto 
coefficient graph (TCG) is used to measure the similarity 
between real gene data set. It uses a fixed (Static) initial 
threshold value to start the clustering. This parameter 
directly affects the size and number of clusters produced 
[1]. 
 
 

 
2. Existing System 
 
Several clustering techniques have been studied for 
analyzing expression data Clustering of large gene 
expression data sets is challenging.  In existing work the 
TCLUST algorithm will used for Clustering of large gene 
expression data set. 
 
A. Weighted Cluster Editing Problem 
 
There are two NP-complete graph problems 
 
Cluster Editing and Cluster Deletion [3].These are based 
on the notion of a similarity graph whose vertices 
correspond to data elements and in which there is an edge 
between two vertices is the similarity of their 
corresponding elements exceeds a predefined threshold. 
The goal is to obtain a cluster graph by as few edge 
modifications. Given a weighted undirected correlation 
graph G = (V, E), where E = {(u, v}|s{u, v)} > 0}. 
 
B. Coconnectedness-Based Heuristic 
 
Co-connectedness is defined as the fraction of neighbors 
shared by the pair, and has been used in many different 
graph-theoretical problems. The underlying clique 
structure of the input graph has two independent cliques 
formed by the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
The observed graph has some noise as some of the edges 
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within the cliques are missing and there are some edges 
between the cliques. 
 
So calculating vectors will use Tanimoto coefficient (TC) 
to describe Co-connectedness of two vertices u and v as 
follows: 
 

TC (u, v) = 
vuvvuu

vu

...

.


 

     u .u   = Number of elements in setu .u  

     v . v  = Number of elements in set v . v . 

     vu.  = Number of elements in intersecting set vu. . 
 
It measures not only if two vertices are connected to the 
similar set of vertices but also if they are connected with 
similar edge weights. 
 
C. T-Clustering Process 
 
Figure 1 provides an overview of TCLUST. A Correlation 
coefficient graph (CCG) is constructed from gene 
expression data. This is followed by iterative computation 
of TCG until connected components of the TCG are clique 
like. Once a connected component is dense enough, it will 
only get denser in subsequent iterations and no two 
disjoint connected components will be merged. Thus, it is 
possible to output a connected component as a cluster at 
any iteration as its edge density, i.e., number of 
edges/number of pairs. Clustering problem is to be 
considered since one has to divide a complete set of 
elements into homogenous and a well separated subset. 
 

 
Figure 1: Overview of TCLUST algorithm 

 
1. Generating Correlation Coefficient Graph 
 
In CCG the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCG) as a 
measure of co expression of genes/probe sets. It is a 
mathematical measure of the relation between two data 
sets. 
 
Let xik denote the expression level of pi in the Kth sample. 
For a pair of probes pi, pj 
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here, 
xik   = Number of values in Xik. 
xjk  = Number of values in Xjk.Xik and xjk values are 
xikBAR and xjkBAR respectively. 
 
2.  Generating Tanimoto Coefficient Graph (TCG) 
 
TCG (Tanimoto coefficient graph) is used to measure the 
similarity value for the gene expression data during graph 
construction and the tanimoto clustering technique is used 
to cluster high dimensional data values [2].The TC is a 
measure of similarity between two real-valued vectors, 
define the TC between a pair of vertices (pi, pj) as follows: 
 

),(),( jiji WWTCppTC   

Where, 
 TC = Tanimoto Coefficient 
 Pi, Pj = Number of Vertices 
 Wi, Wj = Number of Weights 
 
Threshold values are used to select cluster intervals. It 
uses a fixed (Static) initial threshold value to start the 
clustering, and controlled by setting a threshold value, 
depending upon the value will directly affects the size and 
number of clustering    iterations produced, also less  
cluster accuracy and take more process time. 
 
3. Proposed System 
 
The gene expression data values are multi dimensional 
data values. The proposed system have implemented with 
enhanced TCLUST algorithm, it is called as E-TCLUST. 
In The correlation coefficient graph and tanimoto 
correlation coefficient graph are used for the similarity 
estimation process. 
 
A. Enhanced T-CLUST  
 
The Enhanced TCLUST (E-TCLUST) is followed by 
TCLUST method, In E-TCLUST the gene expression 
values are partitioned in graph tree as vertices and edges. 
In the proposed work, to increase the speed of clustering 
ETCLUST is used. Dynamic Error Threshold Estimation 
Model is applied to group the gene expression data set 
more fast and accurate. The data interval analysis is 
performed with error threshold values. The error threshold 
estimation is optimized. The graph update iterations are 
given a large genome scale gene expression dataset, first 
the missing and irrelevant data are removed. Initial 
iterations are performed to group the similar data values. 
Finally using the ETCLUST method the threshold value is 
defined. This simplifies the entire process by neglecting 
the values below the threshold and graph rearrangement is 
performed to speed up the process. Hence the end result 
would be very limited number of iterations for clustering 
very large dataset. And thereby the high process time is 
reduced with more cluster accuracy.  
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4. Results and Discussion 
 
The TCLUST algorithm allows working with large scale 
expression of gene data, which produces the result by 
consuming more   process time and iteration process leads 
to fewer accuracy.  Compare to previous work the 
proposed enhanced TCLUST algorithm (E-TCLUST), 
along with dynamic threshold mechanism, provides more 
efficiency to work on large gene expression, by reduced 
process time and iteration and thus results with increased 
accuracy.               
 

 
Figure 2: Iteration Analysis between TCluster and 

ETCluster 
 

 
Figure 3: Process time Analysis between TCluster and 

ETCluster 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
With the conclusion introduce here a new method, E-
TCLUST for clustering large, genome-scale data sets. The 
algorithm is based on measures of co-connectedness to 
identify graphs present in the data. It have applied this 
method to a large reference gene expression data set, and 
showed that the resulting clusters show strong enrichment. 
E-TCLUST should be applicable in a variety of biological 
settings, and offers a new approach, complementing 
existing methods. 
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